




Hermeneutics Defined

•Hermeneutics – a set of principles utilized for 
the translation or interpretation of any given 
communication.



Introductory 
Concepts

•Who determines the 
meaning(s)?



Introductory 
Concepts

•Who determines the 
meaning(s)?
• Authorial Intent
• Reader’s Response



Introductory 
Concepts

• Who determines the meaning(s)?

•Who is authoritative?



What’s the goal?

•The goal is quite simple: Discover the 
author’s intended meaning of the 
received communication.





• “Rabbinic interpretation was concerned to 
increase the understanding of the text and its 
acceptability. The Rabbis also aimed to define 
legal requirement more exactly. The resulting 
explanations were primarily concerned with 
interpreting biblical passages in terms that were 
more understandable or palatable to their 
contemporaries and to provide exact definitions 
and interpretations for biblical vv. that had legal 
or ritual significance.” – “Classical Rabbinic 
Interpretation”, The Jewish Study Bible, p. 1864–
1865.
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Adele Berlin, Mark Zvi Brettler, The Jewish Study Bible 
(Oxford University Press, New York, NY: 2014) p. 1863.



Defense of 
Literal 
Grammatical-
Historical

Genesis model from www.drcone.com
http://www.drcone.com/2015/04/13/th
e-genesis-account-as-early-model-for-
scriptural-hermeneutics/

http://www.drcone.com/
http://www.drcone.com/2015/04/13/the-genesis-account-as-early-model-for-scriptural-hermeneutics/


Internal Modeling: Genesis

• Records roughly 2,000 years
• Alleges these are the first of human history (1:27, 5:1)
• Alleges the first 33% of historical chronology, and 50% of 

Biblical history
• OT = 4,000 years, NT to today = 2,000 years

• Genesis provides a huge sample size for assessing an internal 
interpretive model



The Internal Model Test: Genesis

• The Research Method: 
• Examination of every time God is recorded as 

speaking in Genesis, and the responses
• The Research Question: 
• Do the recorded responses support one hermeneutic 

model over another?



Additional Considerations

• Do God’s initial audiences take Him only literally or do 
they infer a deeper meaning than what would be 
normally signified by the words that were verbally 
expressed?
• Responses categorized in 2 ways:

• C1 responses provide evidence that the initial 
speech act was intended only for literal 
understanding.
• C2 responses provide evidence that the initial 

speech act was intended for any understanding 
beyond the literal meaning of the words verbally 
expressed.   



The Speech-Acts of God 
and Responses In Genesis

• “God said” (36 verses), wayyomer el or wayyomer
elohim
• “the Lord said” (19 verses), wayyomer yahweh
• “the Lord God said” (5 verses), wayyomer yahweh
elohim
• “He said (24 verses). 
• 84 total speech acts of God



Results
Data from “The Genesis Account as Early 

Model for Scriptural Hermeneutics” 
(www.drcone.com)



Results

• God Said – 36 verses, at 
least 27 C1’s, 0 C2’s
• The Lord Said – 19 verses, 

at least 17 C1’s, 0 C2’s
• The Lord God Said – 5 

verses, at least 4 C1’s, 0 
C2’s
• He Said – 24 verses, at 

least 23 C1’s, 0 C2’s
• Total – 84 verses, at least 

71 C1’s, 0 C2’s



71 C1’s / 0 C2’s

•C1 responses provide 
evidence that the initial 
speech act was intended 
only for literal 
understanding.
•C2 responses provide 

evidence that the initial 
speech act was intended 
for any understanding 
beyond the literal 
meaning of the words 
verbally expressed.



Implications

•God intended for His words to 
be taken at face value, using a 
plain-sense interpretive 
approach 
•Method known as the literal 

grammatical historical 
hermeneutic (LGH)
•Method recognizes that verbal 

expression has meaning rooted 
in and inseparable from the 
grammatical and historical 
context of the language used 



Implications

•Any departure from LGH 
requires explicit exegetical 
support for any change in 
method
•Hermeneutic methodology for 

understanding Scripture is not 
arbitrary but is instead plainly 
modeled.
• Later Scriptures should be 

understood in light of the 
hermeneutic precedent 
provided by Genesis.  



Six Basic 
Rules

1. Understand the Literal Grammatical-
Historical

2. Understand the historical setting

3. Understand the original language and rules 
of grammar

4. Understand the context

5. Understand the Author’s intent

6. Understand the progress in the writing



Building on 
the Basic 
Principles for 
the LGH

Scripture bears one meaning and should be 
understood in its normative sense.

Context should be used to determine this single 
meaning.

Let Scripture interpret Scripture while understanding 
progressive revelation.

Scripture will not contradict itself when progressive 
revelation is understood.

Utilize a primary and secondary application.


